
Our company is looking for a scheduler senior. We appreciate you taking the time
to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all
of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for scheduler senior

Participating in constructability and risk analysis
Generating graphical and tabulated reports in order to demonstrate and
analyze contractors’ performance and progress
Providing specialized scheduling services such as what-if scenarios, evaluating
time impact analysis, and supporting contracting and change management
teams, and generating weekly, monthly and quarterly schedule reports
Develop micro-phasing schedules as required to coordinate particularly
challenging work phases
Develops quantity take-offs, construction schedules and cost estimates based
on provided plans
Support the development of cost databases or new Cost
Estimating/Scheduling Relationships (CERs) and other cost factors generated
from historical data, , assess all other CERs and cost factors already prepared
from available databases, in the development of the PLCCE, on an AD HOC
basis, or when assigned
Analyze production release requirements compared to inventory levels and
issue releases to bill of material suppliers for just in time deliveries
Complete physical inventories of silos, resin, molded parts, and work in
process as required
Establish work in process inventory requirements by part number and
manage scheduling of work in process to support assembly and paint
Analyze internal customer release requirements to determine mold
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Qualifications for scheduler senior

3 years of experience in detail oriented position with direct experience
scheduling pipelines under a high financial/operational risk environment
Working knowledge of bulk fuel supply chains, including common carrier and
sole proprietary pipelines, port and marine vessel deliveries
Ability to effectively handle multiple projects simultaneously, while being able
to adapt to change
Excellent verbal and written communication skills, with ability to effectively
interact with employees at all levels within the organization external contacts
Proficient and a strong comfort level in Excel, with working knowledge of
other Microsoft Office software (e.g., Word, Outlook, PowerPoint)
Ability to travel a couple times a year


